Abstract. For each partition p of an integer N ≥ 2, consisting of r parts, an integrable hierarchy of Lax type Hamiltonian PDE has been constructed recently by some of us. In the present paper we show that any tau-function of the p-reduced r-component KP hierarchy produces a solution of this integrable hierarchy. Along the way we provide an algorithm for the explicit construction of the generators of the corresponding classical W-algebra W(gl N , p), and write down explicit formulas for evolution of these generators along the Hamiltonian flows.
Introduction
Let N ≥ 2 be an integer and let p be a partition of N in r parts. Let f be the nilpotent element of gl N in Jordan form corresponding to the partition p. As a special case of a general construction for a reductive Lie algebra g and its nilpotent element f , we have the corresponding Poisson vertex algebra W(gl N , p), called the classical affine W-algebra, see e.g. [DSKV13] . In the paper [DSKV16b] for all these classical affine W-algebras an integrable hierarchy of Hamiltonian PDE was constructed. This construction was extended to all classical Lie algebras g and all their nilpotent elements in [DSKV18] .
In the case of an arbitrary reductive Lie algebra g and its principal nilpotent element f the classical affine W-algebra, or rather the corresponding algebra of local Poisson brackets, was constructed long ago in the seminal paper of Drinfeld and Sokolov [DS85] , where the associated integrable hierarchy of Hamiltonian PDE was constructed as well. It was also shown there that in the case g = gl N one gets along these lines the Gelfand-Dickey N -KdV hierarchy of Lax equations, constructed in [GD76] , using the method of fractional powers of differential operators. The case N = 2 is the classical KdV hierarchy.
The principal nilpotent element in gl N corresponds to the partition of N in r = 1 parts. It was shown in [DJKM82] that the N -KdV hierarchy of Gelfand-Dickey is obtained by a simple reduction of the (r = 1 component) KP hierarchy introduced in [Sato81] . The key discovery of the Kyoto school was the notion of the tau-function, which encodes a solution of the KP hierarchy (and has a beautiful geometric meaning as a point in an infinite-dimensional Grassmann manifold). A tau-function τ of the KP hierarchy is a function in infinitely many variables t 1 , t 2 , . . . , and its reduction to the N -KdV hierarchy is given by the simple constraint ∂τ ∂t N = const. τ .
(1.1) attached to any partition p = (p 1 ≥ · · · ≥ p r > 0), consisting of r parts: 
Review of the p-KdV bilinear equations
Let r be a positive integer. We will use the following notation. For m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m r ) ∈ Z r we let
Let e a = (δ ia ) r i=1 , for 1 ≤ a ≤ r, be the standard basis of Z r . Let p be a partition of a positive integer N , consisting of r parts, i.e. p = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p r ) ∈ Z r >0 , where p 1 ≥ p 2 ≥ · · · ≥ p r > 0, and N = r i=1 p i . Let t = (t (1) , . . . , t (r) ) be an r-tuple of infinite sequences t (a) = t A τ -function of charge k ∈ Z is a collection of functions of the time variables t, parameterized by the elements m ∈ Z r such that |m| = k:
Throughout the paper we shall assume, unless otherwise specified, that all functions that we shall consider are smooth in all the time variables and lie in a certain differential field F . The p-KdV bilinear equation on the tau-function τ (t) of charge k is defined as the following system of bilinear equations [KvdL03] , [KvdL19, Eq. Remark 2.1. Note that equation (2.2), as stated, is not well defined since the coefficient of each power of z inside the residue is an infinite sum and it may leads to divergences (indeed, e ). Thus, equation (2.2), in order to make sense, has to be correctly interpreted as follows. For each collection of integers {n (a) j ∈ Z ≥0 | j ∈ Z >0 , a = 1, . . . , r}, all but finitely many equal to zero, we get the corresponding (meaningful) equation "coming from (2.2)" by formally applying the derivatives inside the residue in the LHS and then setting t ′ = t ′′ (= t). In doing so, only a finite number of terms survive from the expansion of e (a) − and we thus get a meaningful collection of equations, which are known as the Hirota bilinear equations [DJKM81, KvdL03] .
Remark 2.2. If τ (t) solves the p-KdV bilinear equation (2.2) with charge k, then, for arbitrary q ∈ Z r , we obtain a solution T q τ (t) of charge k − |q| by shifting all upper indices by q:
(T q τ ) m (t) := τ m+q (t) . One can show [KvdL03] that equations (2.2) for all ℓ ∈ Z ≥0 for the tau-function τ (t) are equivalent to the equation for the tau-functions of the r-component KP-hierarchy (ℓ = 0) with the constraints: 5) and that these constraints with ℓ > 0 are equivalent to that with ℓ = 1. Note that, if all the tau-functions τ m (t) are polynomial, equation (2.5) can hold only when all constants c j vanish, and hence all functions τ m (t) are in the kernel of all operators D ℓ , ℓ ∈ Z >0 .
One can describe all polynomial solutions of equation (2.2) as follows. Fix the following data: an integer s ∈ {1, . . . , N } and, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ a ≤ r,
(a) ij ∈ C j∈Z>0 . (2.6) Define the integers:
and
where ⌈x⌉ denotes the upper integer part of x ∈ Q. Consider the following functions associated to the data (2.6): . For all choices of the data (2.6), the tau-function τ (t) defined by (2.10)-(2.12) is a polynomial solution of the p-KdV bilinear equation (2.2), of charge k as in (2.8). All other polynomial solutions of (2.2) (of arbitrary charge) are obtained by a shift as in (2.4).
The p-KdV as a dynamical system
Now we rewrite equation (2.2) on the tau-functions in the form of evolution equations [DSKV13] , [KvdL03] , [Sato81] . First, we turn equations (2.2) to r × r-matrix equations. Given a tau-function τ (t), define the matrices P ± (m, t, z) = P Then, the p-KdV bilinear equation (2.2) on τ (t) turns into the following system of equations on the collection of matrices P ± (m, t, z) |m|=k :
z ℓpa e (a) .2) and it has to be correctly interpreted, as explained in Remark 2.1.
Introduce a new variable x and replace in (3.4) all t 1 + x for all 1 ≤ a ≤ r. Hence, the translated times are t + xe 1 , where e (a) 1 j = δ j1 . We denote by τ (x, t) := τ (t + xe 1 ) the resulting "translated" tau-function, and by P ± (m, x, t, z) = P ± ab (m, x, t, z) r a,b=1
:= P ± (m, t + xe 1 , z) , (3.5) the resulting translated matrices P ± . Then, the system of equations (3.4), with t , can be equivalently rewritten, using this new notation, as follows:
z ℓpa e (a)
6) for all ℓ ∈ Z ≥0 and m ′ , m ′′ ∈ Z r such that |m ′ | = |m ′′ | = k. In order to rewrite equation (3.12) in a nicer form, we need some simple results on pseudodifferential operators.
Lemma 3.1. For every matrix pseudodifferential operators P (∂), Q(∂), we have
Proof. In the scalar case it is stated and proved in [DSKV16a, Lem.2.1(a)], putting λ = 0 there and using [DSKV16a, Eq.(2.1)]. The matrix case is obtained from the scalar case looking at each matrix entry.
Above and further on, for a scalar pseudodifferential operator a(∂), we denote by a * (∂) its formal adjoint, and by a(z) its symbol. Also, for a matrix pseudodifferential operator A(∂), we let A * (∂) be its formal adjoint transposed. We denote by • the product of pseudodifferential operators. We shall also denote, as usual, by A(∂) + the differential part of the matrix pseudodifferential operator A(∂), and A(∂) − = A(∂) − A(∂) + . We shall drop the sign • if no confusion may arise.
Lemma 3.2. For every matrix pseudodifferential operators A(x, ∂), B(x, ∂), where ∂ = ∂ x , we have
, where ι ∂,z denotes the geometric expansion in non-negative powers of z. We then apply Lemma 3.1 to the matrix operators with symbols P (z) = A(x, z) and
. We thus get
. . , n, be smooth functions in the variable x, and assume that they lie in a domain. Then,
as a function in two variables x ′ , x ′′ , if and only if
as a pseudodifferential operator.
Proof. By replacing the domain containing all our functions with its field of fractions, we see that it is enough to prove the claim over a function field F . We can identify the function in two variables
with the corresponding element n i=1 f i ⊗ g i ∈ F ⊗ C F (the tensor product being over the subfield of constants C). Hence, the lemma reduces to proving that the linear map
is injective. Suppose that (3.10) holds; we want to prove that
We prove the claim by induction on n ≥ 1. Suppose, by contradiction, that (3.11) fails, and assume, without loss of generality, that the functions g 1 , . . . , g n are linearly independent over C, and all the functions f 1 , . . . , f n are non-zero. For n = 1, equation (3.10) implies, looking at the order −1 term in F ((∂ −1 )), f 1 g 1 = 0, so that either f 1 = 0 or g 1 = 0, a contradiction. For n ≥ 2, we have, by (3.10)
Dividing both sides by f n = 0, and multiplying by ∂ on the left of both sides, we get
By assumption, the functions g i are linearly independent over the constants. Hence, by the inductive assumption, the functions fi fn ′ are all zero, i.e. f i = α i f n , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, for some non-zero constants α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ∈ C. Hence, (3.10) can be rewritten as
where we set α n = 1. Dividing by f n and multiplying on the left by ∂, we get n i=1 α i g i = 0, contradicting the linear independence assumption.
By Lemma 3.3, equation (3.6) is equivalent to
where ∂ = ∂ x . Then, applying Lemma 3.2, we rewrite the above equation as
This equation holds for every ℓ ∈ Z ≥0 and m
Note that also equation (3.12), as (2.2), has to be correctly interpreted as it may involve diverging sums. As explained in Remark 2.1, the way to give a meaningful sense to it, is to apply arbitrary derivatives (2.3) w.r.t. t ′ to the LHS and then set t ′ = t
′′
. In this way, all divergences disappear.
Next, we set ℓ = 0, m ′ = m ′′ (= m) and t ′ = t ′′ (= t) in equation (3.12), to get
This, combined with (3.2), implies
to both sides of (3.12) and then set ℓ = 0, m ′ = m ′′ (= m) and
This, combined with (3.13) and (3.2), gives the Sato-Wilson equation for
14)
for all 1 ≤ a ≤ r and j ∈ Z >0 , and m such that τ m (t) = 0. 
Note that, even though (3.14) holds only (in fact makes sense) for m such that τ m (x, t) = 0, the Lax equation (3.18) holds for every m.
The p 1 -reduction
Recall the partition p = (p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p r ) from Section 2. We will assume from now on that p 1 > 1. Let r 1 be the multiplicity of the largest part p 1 .
The p 1 -reduction consists of putting in (2.2) (or, equivalently, in (3.4)) all times t ′ (a) j and t ′′ (a) j equal zero for all j ∈ Z >0 and r 1 < a ≤ r. Let then
By equation (3.2) we immediately have
Setting t ′ (a) = t ′′ (a) = 0 for a > r 1 in equation (3.4), we get
Next, in analogy with what we did in Section 3, we shift t 1 by x for all 1 ≤ a ≤ r 1 . We denote by
the resulting translated matrices Q ± , where now e (a)
is not the restriction of P ± (m, x, t, z) at t (a) = 0 for a > r 1 , since, first restricting and then shifting by x is not the same as first shifting and then restricting.
The system of equations (4.3), with t ′ translated by x ′ and t
′′
translated by x ′′ , can be equivalently rewritten, using this new notation, as follows:
Next, in the same way as we derived equation (3.12) starting from (3.6), we use Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 to get from equation (4.5)
The above equation holds for every ℓ ∈ Z ≥0 and m
We observe once more that equation (4.6), as written, makes no sense as it may have diverging series. As explained in Remark 2.1, it has to be correctly interpreted as the collection of equations obtained by applying the derivatives (2.3) to the LHS and then setting t ′ = t
. In doing so, all diverging series disappear.
It is convenient to write the matrices Q ± in block form as
where
Note that, by (4.2), we have
Equation (4.6) can be rewritten as the set of four equations, depending on a, b ∈ {1, 2}:
(4.9)
Following the same path as in Section 3 starting from (3.12), taking various special cases of equations (4.9) we derive all the "reduced analogues" of the inversion formula (3.13), the SatoWilson equation (3.14), the constraint condition (3.17) for the Lax operators L a , and the Lax equations (3.18).
First, we set ℓ = 0, m ′ = m ′′ (= m), and t ′ = t ′′ (= t) in (4.9). As a result, we get,
Using (4.8), this leads to
(4.10) This is the "reduced analogue" of the inversion formula (3.13). It specializes, for the various choices of the indices a, b to four equations, which hold whenever τ m (t) = 0. For a = b = 1, we get
For a = 1, b = 2, we get
which, after applying * to both sides, leads to
which, by (4.11), leads to
Finally, for a = b = 2, we get
which, by (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13), leads to
or, multiplying both sides on the left and on the right by ∂ and comparing coefficients, we get
(4.14)
Next, we apply ∂ ∂t (a) j , for 1 ≤ a ≤ r 1 and j ∈ Z >0 , to both sides of (4.9) and then set ℓ = 0,
. As a result we get
Using (4.8), this equation can be rewritten as
This is the "reduced analogue" of the Sato-Wilson equation (3.14). Let us write down explicitly the four equations that we get for the various choices of a, b ∈ {1, 2}. Setting a = b = 1 in (4.15) and using (4.11), we get
Using (4.12) and (4.16), this equation becomes
which is equivalent to
Note that in the RHS of (4.17) the differential operator is applied to Q + 12;1 . Next, setting a = 2, b = 1 in (4.15), we get
which, by (4.11), becomes
By equations (4.13) and (4.16), this equation can be rewritten as
or, taking adjoint of both sides,
Finally, we set a = b = 2 in (4.15) to get
Using equations (4.13), (4.12) and (4.18), we get
which is equivalent to 22) and the satisfy the "reduced analogue" of the constraint (3.17), obtained by setting
where we used the expansions (4.8). We can also rewrite all equations (4.16), (4.17), (4.19) and (4.20) in terms of the operators L a , to get the "reduced analogue" of the Lax equation (3.18). Equation (4.16) gives the Lax equation
Equations (4.17) and (4.19) become, respectively,
and ∂Q
These equations mean that Q + 12;1 is a matrix eigenfunction for L a , while Q − 112;1 is an adjoint eigenfunction for L a . Equation (4.20) becomes
5. The constrained Lax operator and solution to the Lax equation 
In order to rewrite the RHS of (5.2), we shall use the following alternative version of Lemma 3.2:
Proof. Equation (3.8) holds for every matrix pseudodifferential operators A(x, ∂), B(x, ∂). In particular, for "Laurent" differential operators
(5.5) Note that, for pseudodifferential operators A and B, equations (5.4) and (5.5) do not make sense, as they involve diverging series. For "Laurent" differential operators there are no divergence problems, hence A(x, z), B(x, z) are well defined elements in Mat F ((z)). By inverting formulas (5.4) and taking the corresponding (infinite order) pseudodifferential operators, we get
By (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), equation (3.8) gives 
Notice that these are differential operators of order bounded from above by min{p a , p b } − 1, as in 
Moreover, by (5.10) and (5.11), the matrix
is a pseudodifferential operator of order strictly less than p 1 . Set then 
where the matrices , and not Laurent series in z, as required by Lemma 5.1. In order to apply Lemma 5.1 we therefore replace z by z −1 by using the obvious identity
We then apply Lemma 5.1 with (r 1 + 1 ≤ a ≤ r)
(Here we are using expansions (4.8).) As a result, we get
(5.14) By expansions (4.8), equation (5.14) becomes
(5.15)
Recalling definition (5.9) of the matrices W 12 (m, x, t, ∂) and W 21 (m, x, t, ∂), we can rewrite equation (5.15) as
Combining (5.16) and (5.12), we finally get equation (5.13), completing the proof.
Next, we use the evolution equation (4.24) for the operators L a (m, x, t, ∂), a = 1, . . . , r 1 , to derive an evolution equation for the Lax operator (5.1). For this, we need to set
In other words, we let t = (t j ) j∈Z>0 , and
The operator L(m, x, t, ∂) defined by (5.18) and (5.1) evolves according to the Lax equations
Proof. By equations (5.1) and (4.22), we immediately have
Moreover, since both
are derivations of the product of pseudodifferential operators, we immediately get from (4.24) that
Hence, setting (5.17), we can use equations (5.20) and (5.21) to get
6. The W-algebra Lax operator for W(gl N , p) and the associated integrable Hamiltonian hierarchy
In the present section we briefly review the theory of classical W-algebras, the construction of the Lax operator L(∂) for the W-algebra W(gl N , p), and the associated integrable hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations in Lax form. The interested reader is referred to [BDSK09, DSKV13, DSKV16a, DSKV16b, DSKV16c, DSKV18].
6.1. Poisson vertex algebras and integrable Hamiltonian equations. Recall from [BDSK09] that a Poisson vertex algebra (PVA) is a differential algebra, i.e. a unital commutative associative algebra with a derivation ∂, endowed with a λ-bracket, i.e. a bilinear (over C) map
, satisfying the following axioms (a, b, c ∈ V):
(i) sesquilinearity: {∂a λ b} = −λ{a λ b}, {a λ ∂b} = (λ + ∂){a λ b};
(ii) skewsymmetry: {b λ a} = −{a −λ−∂ b}, where ∂ in the RHS is moved to the left and acts on the coefficients; (iii) Jacobi identity: {a λ {b µ c}} − {b µ {a λ c}} = {{a λ b} λ+µ c}. (iv) left Leibniz rule: {a λ bc} = {a λ b}c + {a λ c}b. Applying skewsymmetry to the left Leibniz rule we get (v) right Leibniz rule: {ab λ c} = {a λ+∂ c} → b + {b λ+∂ c} → a, where → means that ∂ is moved to the right. For example, given a Lie algebra g with a symmetric invariant bilinear form (· | ·), we have the corresponding classical affine PVA. It is defined as the algebra V(g) = S(C[∂]g) of differential polynomials over g, with the PVA λ-bracket given by
and extended to V(g) by the sesquilinearity axiom and the Leibniz rules.
As usual, we denote by : V → V/∂V the canonical quotient map of vector spaces. Recall that, if V is a Poisson vertex algebra, then V/∂V carries a well defined Lie algebra structure given by { f, g} = {f λ g}| λ=0 , and we have a representation of the Lie algebra V/∂V on V given by { f, g} = {f λ g}| λ=0 . A Hamiltonian equation on V associated to a Hamiltonian functional h ∈ V/∂V is the evolution equation
The minimal requirement for integrability is to have an infinite collection of linearly independent integrals of motion in involution:
In this case, we have the integrable hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations
6.2. Classical W-algebras. Let g be a reductive Lie algebra, with a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form (· | ·), and consider the classical affine PVA V(g) with λ-bracket defined by (6.1). Given an
we have the corresponding Dynkin grading of g, namely the ad χ-eigenspace decomposition
It is well known that this grading depends, up to conjugation, only on the adjoint orbit of f . For a subspace p ⊂ g, we will denote by V(p) the differential subalgebra
) of V(g), and denote by ρ :
), the differential algebra homomorphism defined on generators by
is, by definition, the differential algebra
endowed with the following PVA λ-bracket [DSKV13, Lemma 3.2]
We can describe explicitly the classical W-algebra as an algebra of differential polynomials. For this, fix a subspace
] and compatible with the grading (6.4). Obviously, the orthogonal complement of
. Hence, we have the "dual" direct sum decompositions [DSKV18, Eq.(3.6)-(3.7)]
As a consequence, we have the decomposition in a direct sum of subspaces
The map π g f restricts to a differential algebra isomorphism
hence we have the inverse differential algebra isomorphism
which associates to every element q ∈ g f the (unique) element w(q) ∈ W of the form w(q) = q + r, with r ∈ U ⊥ .
Generators for the classical W-algebra W(gl N , p).
Consider the Lie algebra g = gl N , with the trace form (a, b) = tr(ab). Associated to the partition p = (p 1 , . . . , p r ) of N , is the index set of cardinality N I = (a, i) with 1 ≤ a ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ p a , (6.10) which we order lexicographically. We then let V be the vector space with basis {e α } α∈I , and we identify gl N = gl(V ). Let f ∈ gl N be the nilpotent element in Jordan form associated to the partition p, i.e.
f (e (a,i) ) = e (a,i+1) for i < p a , and f (e (a,pa) ) = 0 . (6.11) Let also χ ∈ gl N be the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues
Note that the adjoint action of χ defines a Dynkin grading (6.4) of g. We then consider the corresponding classical W-algebra (6.6), which we denote W(gl N , p). By [DSKV16b, Prop.5.2], the following elements form a basis for g f , the centralizer of f in g,
where E α,β , α, β ∈ I, denote the standard matrices: E α,β (e γ ) = δ β,γ e α . Moreover, by [DSKV16b, Prop.5.1] the following is a subspace of g complementary to [f, g]:
Equivalently, it is a subspace of g ≥− 1 2
], and it is obviously compatible with the grading (6.4). In fact, the basis (6.13) of g f and (6.14) of U are dual to each other:
With this choice, Theorem 6.1, provides a differential algebra isomorphism w :
, and we get a set of generators for the W-algebra, viewed as an algebra of differential polynomials, corresponding to the basis (6.13) of g f :
(6.15) 6.4. The Lax operator for W(gl N , p) and associated integrable Hamiltonian hierarchy.
Following [DSKV16b] , we encode all the W-algebra generators (6.15) into the r × r-matrix differential operator
which we write in block form, cf. (4.7),
with blocks of sizes r 1 × r 1 , r 1 × (r − r 1 ), (r − r 1 ) × r 1 and (r − r 1 ) × (r − r 1 ).
) is obtained as the quasideterminant of the matrix −(−∂) p + W (∂) w.r.t. the first r 1 rows and columns, where
Explicitly,
where q is obtained from the partition p by removing the r 1 parts of maximal size p 1 , so that
are in involution w.r.t. the W-algebra λ-bracket:
Hence, we have the corresponding integrable hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations
Furthermore, the hierarchy (6.22) implies the hierarchy of Lax equations for L(∂):
Proof. By [DSKV16b, Thm.4.6], the matrix pseudodifferential operator L(∂) is of Adler type w.r.t. the W-algebra λ-bracket. Then, the claim is a special case of [DSKV16a, Thm.5.1].
The main goal of the present paper is to construct polynomial τ -functions of the Hamiltonian hierarchy (6.22), which are exhibited in Theorem 7.1 below.
7. τ -functions for the Hamiltonian hierarchy associated to W(gl N , p) Theorem 5.3 provides τ -function solutions L(m, x, t, ∂) to the hierarchy of Lax equations (5.19). On the other hand, according to Theorem 6.2, a solution to the Hamiltonian hierarchy (6.22) automatically provides a solution to the hierarchy of Lax equations (6.23) (which is the same as (5.19)). It is therefore natural to ask whether the matrix W (m, x, t, ∂) constructed in Section 5 also solves the "full" Hamiltonian hierarchy (6.22). This is essentially true, and it is the content of Theorem 7.1 below, which is the main result of the paper.
Unfortunately, the forms of the operator L(m, x, t, ∂) in (5.13) and of the operator L(∂) in (6.19) do not quite match, due to a different choice of signs (this is the reason for the tilde-notation). To pass from (5.13) to (6.19) we need to change the sign of ∂ and of L. On the other hand, if, after these changes of signs, we want that the Lax equations (5.19) and (6.23) correspond to each other, we need to change sign of the space variable x and multiply the time variables t j by a factor
(7.1) Equation (5.13) then can be rewritten as
Note that (7.2) has the same form as (6.19), if we set
Recalling (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12), we can find explicit formulas for the matrix entries of W (m, x, t, ∂) in terms of the wave operators Q ± (m, x, t, ∂) constructed in Section 4. Let, as in (6.16)-(6.17),
(7.5) with coefficients w ba;i (m, x, t) ∈ F . By (7.3) with a = 1, b = 2, and by (5.10), we get
6) or, equivalently,
where the RHS is evaluated at the times t as in (5.17) and (7.1). Similarly, by (7.3) with a = 2, b = 1, and by (5.11), we get
8) from which the coefficients w ba;j (m, x, t) ∈ F , with r 1 < a ≤ r, 1 ≤ b ≤ r 1 , 0 ≤ j ≤ p a − 1, can be easily computed by expanding the RHS. Next, if we combine (7.3) with a = b = 1 with (5.12) and (7.1), we just end up with equation (7.2). In order to get formulas for the remaining functions w ba;j (m, x, t) ∈ F , with 1 ≤ a, b ≤ r 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ p 1 − 1, we need to use equations (4.21) and (5.1). As a result, we get
from which the coefficients w ba;j (m, x, t) ∈ F , with 1 ≤ a, b ≤ r 1 , 0 ≤ j ≤ p 1 − 1, can be explicitly derived, by computing the matrix entries in the RHS and expanding them as differential operators. Finally, recalling (7.4), we set
We can now state the main result of the paper.
Theorem 7.1. Let k ∈ Z and m ∈ Z r such that |m| = k, and assume that τ m (t) = 0. Then the functions w ba;j (m, x, t) ∈ F , 1 ≤ a, b ≤ r, 0 ≤ j ≤ min{p a , p b } − 1, defined by (7.7), (7.8), (7.9) and (7.10), form a solution of the integrable hierarchy (6.22) associated to the classical W-algebra W(gl N , p).
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7.1. First, we observe, in
, indeed solves the hierarchy of Lax equations (6.23). This unfortunately does not suffice to prove Theorem 7.1, as the Lax equations (6.23) are implied by the hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations (6.22), but a priori (6.23) does not imply (6.22). Only in Section 12 we will prove that, in fact, the Lax equations (6.23) do indeed imply the full hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations (6.22), see Theorem 12.1 below. In order to prove this fact, a key point is the observation that, along the Hamiltonian flow (6.22), the submatrix W 22 (∂) does not evolve. This fact will be proved in Corollary 11.5 in Section 11. Before stating and proving the crucial point, that W 22 (∂) does not evolve, we shall review in Section 9 some notation and preliminary results on the classical W-algebra W(gl N , p), and we will provide in Section 10 a new, algorithmic way, to construct the generator matrix W (∂) ∈ Mat r×r W(gl N , p)[∂] defined in (6.16), see Corollary 10.10 below. The proof of Corollary 11.5, i.e. that W 22 (∂) does not evolve, will be then based on this algorithmic construction of the matrix W (∂).
8. τ -function solutions for the Lax equations (6.23) Proposition 8.1. Let k ∈ Z and m ∈ Z r be such that |m| = k, and assume that τ m (t) = 0. Consider the functions w ba;j (m, x, t) ∈ F , 1 ≤ a, b ≤ r, 0 ≤ j ≤ min{p a , p b } − 1, defined by (7.7), (7.8), (7.9) and (7.10). Then the matrix pseudodifferential operator L(m, x, t, ∂) ∈ Mat r1×r1 F ((∂ −1 )) given by (7.2) (with the notation (7.5)) solves the hierarchy of Lax equations (6.23).
Proof. By the constructions of Section 7, equation (7.1) holds. The claim is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3.
9. Some preliminaries on PVA's and W-algebras 9.1. Notational conventions. Given a finite-dimensional vector space V , consider the associative algebra End V , the Lie algebra g = gl(V ), and the classical affine PVA V(g) defined by (6.1). Even though the two spaces gl(V ) and End V are canonically identified, we will keep them distinct. For this, we shall usually denote the elements of the Lie algebra g by lowercase letters a, b, . . . , and the same elements, viewed as elements of the associative algebra End V , by the corresponding uppercase letters A, B, . . . . Also, we shall usually drop the tensor product sign for the elements of V(g) ⊗ End V ; hence, for example, aB will denote the monomial of V(g) ⊗ End V , with a ∈ gl(V ) and B ∈ End V . A λ-bracket between an element in V(g) and element in V(g) ⊗ End V has to be interpreted as
while a λ-bracket between two elements of V(g) ⊗ End V has to be interpreted as
On V(g)((∂ −1 )) ⊗ End V we also have a natural associative product, defined componentwise:
Similarly, we have a natural associative product, defined componentwise, on V(g)((∂ −1 ))⊗End V ⊗ End V . 9.2. Some PVA λ-bracket computations. Let {u i } i∈J be a basis of g compatible with the grading (6.4), and let {u i } i∈J be the dual basis w.r.t. the trace form. According to the notational convention described in Section 9.1, we let {U i } i∈J and {U i } i∈J be the same dual bases, viewed as bases of the associative algebra End V . Consider the matrix differential operator
Let also Ω V ∈ End V ⊗End V be the operator of permutation of the two factors:
In terms of basis elements: 
Here the expression
is assumed to be expanded in negative powers of z (or of w, since the RHS will be the same). The verification of (9.2) is a straightforward computation. The LHS is obviously independent of z and w, hence the RHS is independent of z and w as well.
We shall need in Section 10 a formula for {A(z) λ A −1 (w)}, where A −1 (w) is the symbol of the inverse of the operator (9.1) in V(g)((∂ −1 )) ⊗ End V . Recall, from [DSKV18, Lem.2.3(g)] that, if A(∂) and B(∂) are matrix pseudodifferential operators with coefficients in a PVA and if B(∂) is invertible, then
Here and further we use the following notation: given a pseudodifferential operator a(∂) = N n=−∞ a n ∂ n ∈ V((∂ −1 )) and elements b, c ∈ V, we let:
where in the RHS we expand, for negative n, in the domain of large z. As a consequence of the Adler identity (9.2) and equation (9.3), we have (cf. [DSKV16b, Eq.(A.1)]) and g ∈ V(g), we have ρ{a λ ρ(g)} = ρ{a λ g} , (9.6) while for g, h ∈ V(g) such that ρ(g), ρ(h) ∈ W, we have
Let I be the corresponding index set (6.10) of cardinality N , and let V be the vector space with basis {e α } α∈I . We depict the basis elements e α , α ∈ I, as the boxes of a symmetric, with respect to the y-axis, pyramid, with r rows of length, from bottom to top, p 1 , . . . , p r . For example, for the partition p = (4, 4, 4, 2, 1, 1) of N = 16, the corresponding pyramid is . . . (1,2) (1,1) (6,1)
According to this pictorial description, the basis elements e (a,h) , (a, h) ∈ I, are labeled by the row index a, counting from bottom to top, and the column index h, counting from right to left. In particular, the x coordinate of the center of the box e (a,h) is χ (a,h) as in (6.12). Let r 1 be the number of rows of the pyramid of maximal length p 1 , r 2 the number of rows of second maximal length, and so on, up to r s , the number or rows of minimal length. We also let
In particular, R s = r. Note that the pyramid attached to p consists of s rectangles, of sizes p Ri ×r i , i = 1, . . . , s. In the example of Figure 1 , we have s = 3, r 1 = 3, r 2 = 1, r 3 = 2, R 1 = 3, R 2 = 4 and R 3 = 6 = r. According to the notational convention described in Section 9.1, we denote by f ∈ g = gl(V ) the nilpotent element (6.11) of shift to the left, and by F ∈ End V the same endomorphism, when viewed as an element of the associative algebra End V . We also let F T ∈ End V be the shift to the right, and X ∈ End V be the diagonalizable operator with eigenvalues (6.12); in formulas
(9.9) Recall the ad χ-eigenspace decomposition (6.4) of g. Analogously, we have the X-eigenspace decomposition of the vector space V :
and the corresponding ad X-eigenspace decomposition of End V :
With a slight abuse of terminology, we shall say that an element A ∈ (End V )[≥ k] has ad Xeigenvalue greater than or equal to k, similarly for the elements of (End V )[≤ k]. In the pictorial description of Figure 1 , the endomorphisms in End V of positive ad X eigenvalue move the blocks of the diagram to the right, while the endomorphisms of negative ad X eigenvalue move them to the left. Let V + = ker(F T ) and V − = ker(F ), which are spanned, respectively, by the rightmost and leftmost boxes of the pyramid. In particular dim(V − ) = dim(V + ) = r. They decompose as
in the i-th rectangle, counting from bottom to top (see Figure 1) :
(9.12) 9.5. The matrix differential operators W (∂) and Z(∂). Recall the matrix differential operator W (∂) defined in (6.16). Once we fix the bases (9.12) of V ± , we can identify V + ≃ V − ≃ C r , and hence
Under this identification, (6.18) becomes
E (a,1)(a,pa) (−∂) pa , (9.14)
while (6.16) becomes the following differential operator
It is a matrix differential operator encoding all W-algebra generators (6.15). We have W (∂) = w(Z(∂)) and Z(∂) = π(W (∂)), where w and π and the differential algebra isomorphisms between W(gl N , p) and V(g f ) given by Theorem 6.1 (associated to the complementary subspace (6.14) of [f, g]), and Z(∂) is the following differential operator, encoding the g f -basis (6.13):
(9.16) 9.6. The "identity" notation. Let U ⊂ V be a subspace of V , and assume that there is "natural"
(Usually, U is spanned by some basis elements {e α } α∈I0 , for some subset I 0 ⊂ I; in this case U 
and, with the notation described above, we have the obvious identities
(9.18) 9.7. Generalized quasi-determinants and the Lax operator L(∂). Let R be a unital associative algebra and let V be a finite-dimensional vector space, with direct sum decompositions
, and, in this case, we have 
provided that all quasideterminants exist.
9.8. The Lax operator L(∂) as a quasideterminant. If we apply the map ρ(= ρ ⊗ ½), defined in (6.5), to the matrix differential operator A(∂), defined in (9.1), we get
, are the basis elements of ad χ-eigenvalue less than or equal to 1 2 . Consider the spaces V ±,1 ⊂ V defined in Section 9.4. They are both r 1 -dimensional and, once we fix their bases (9.12), we can identify
, and (cf. (9.13))
According to [DSKV16b, Thm.5.8], the matrix pseudodifferential operator L(∂), defined in (6.19), can be obtained, under the identification (9.22), as the quasideterminant of ρA(∂) with respect to V +,1 and V −,1 :
10. Algorithmic construction of the generator matrix W (∂)
The matrix T (∂).
Proposition 10.1. The following quasideterminant exists and it is a differential operator:
Moreover, if we expand it in the standard basis
Proof. By (9.21), ρA(∂) is a monic differential operator of order 1, hence its inverse can be computed by geometric series expansion in V(g ≤ )((∂ −1 )) ⊗ End V . In order to compute the quasideterminant (10.1), we use the RHS of equation (9.19):
and, for its existence, we need to prove that ½ F V ρA(∂)½ F T V is invertible. Let {E αβ } α,β∈I , where I is as in (6.10), be the standard basis of End V w.r.t. the basis of V described in Section 9.4, and, according to the notational convention described in Section 9.1, let {e αβ } α,β∈I be the same collection of elements, viewed in V(g). In terms of these bases, (9.21) becomes, recalling (6.12),
Hence,
(10.4)
Also, note that the differential operator
has strictly positive ad X-eigenvalue, hence it is nilpotent. As a result, ½ F V ρA(∂)½ F T V is invertible, and its inverse can be computed via a (finite) geometric series expansion,
(10.6) Note that the above sum is finite since the conditions on i 0 , . . . , i ℓ imply
which becomes an empty condition for ℓ large enough. This proves, in particular, the existence of the quasideterminant (10.1), which is the first claim of the proposition. Combining equations (10.3), (10.4) and (10.6), we get
where I ℓ is the set of ℓ-tuples of positive integers (i 0 , . . . , i ℓ ) such that i j < p aj for all j = 0, . . . , ℓ, and
The contribution to the coefficient of ∂ n in (10.7) comes from the summands with ℓ + 2 ≥ n and with at least n of the indices (a j , i j ) such that a j = a j−1 and i j = i j−1 + 1, j = 0, . . . , ℓ + 1, where we let (a −1 , i −1 ) = (a, 0) and (a ℓ+1 , i ℓ+1 ) = (b, p b ). In this case, summing the remaining ℓ + 2 − n inequalities in (10.8) we get
This implies, in particular, that n ≤ can only come from the summand with ℓ + 2 = n and a j = a = b, i j = j + 1, for all j = 0, . . . , ℓ = p a − 2, which gives −δ a,b (−∂) pa . This proves (10.2).
Lemma 10.2. For every φ ∈ g, we have
where, according to the convention introduced in Section 9.1, Φ is the element φ ∈ g, viewed as an element of End V .
Proof. By the definition (6.1) of the λ-bracket on the classical affine PVA V(g) and the definition (9.1) of the matrix differential operator A(∂), we have
Lemma 10.3. We have 11) i.e., they are both differential operators of strictly positive ad X-eigenvalues.
Proof. We start from the obvious identity ½ V = ρA(∂)(ρA) −1 (∂). Recalling the splittings (9.17), we get
By (10.6), we have (
On the other hand,
Similarly, by the obvious identity ½ V = (ρA)
from which we get
Claim (10.11) follows again by (10.6).
Proposition 10.4. For every φ ∈ g ≥ 1 2
, the following identity holds:
where X(z) and Y (z) are the symbols of the differential operators (10.10) and (10.11).
Proof. Applying formula (9.3) twice, we get, by the definition (10.1) of T (z),
We then apply equation (9.6) and Lemma 10.2 to get
Equation (10.12) follows by the definitions (10.10) and (10.11) of X(∂) and Y (∂) and the definition (10.1) of T (∂).
Proposition 10.5. We have:
, where (−∂) p is as in (9.14), and Z(∂) is the differential operator (9.16).
is a differential algebra homomorphism, we have, by the definition (10.1) of T (∂) and equation (9.21):
(10.14)
Here we used the dual bases (6.13) of g f and (6.14) of U . By (10.14) we immediately get (cf. (10.4))
(10.15) Recalling (10.5), we can easily invert the last operator in (10.15) by geometric series expansion:
We then use equations (10.15) and (10.16), and the formula (9.19) for the quasideterminant (with U = V + , W = V − , and the complementary subspaces U ′ = F V and
Motivational interlude.
The present section gives just a motivation for the recursive construction described in Section 10.3; the Bourbakist reader can decide to skip it without any harm. Our main goal it to find an explicit construction for the matrix differential operator W (∂) ∈ W(gl N , p)[∂] ⊗ Hom(V − , V + ) defined in (6.16) (or, equivalently, (9.15)), encoding all the W-algebra generators. Note that equation (6.19) can be rewritten, in terms of a quasideterminant (9.19), using the new form (9.15) of W (∂), as
Recall also, from Section 9.5 that
In fact, this equation defines W (∂) uniquely, due to the Structure Theorem 6.1. On the other hand, in Section 10.1 we introduced the matrix differential operator T (∂) ∈ V(g ≤ ). The second, more practical, obstruction is that the entries of the matrix T (∂), as differential operators, do not have the same orders as the corresponding entries of the matrix −(−∂) p + W (∂). Indeed, if we expand both T (∂) and −(−∂)
is as in (10.2), while, recalling (6.16), the same coefficient in
Of course the second obstruction can be easily solved by Gauss elimination, via a recursive construction described in Section 10.3. The good news is that, in solving the second obstruction, the first obstruction is resolved too, and, as a result, we end up with the matrix −(−∂) p + W (∂). This will be proved in Section 10.4.
To see how to remove the second obstruction, let us consider a "toy example". Consider a 2 × 2-matrix differential operator
with monic diagonal entries M 11 (∂) and M 22 (∂). We want to perform a Gauss elimination to end up with a new matrix M (∂) with the off-diagonal entries of order strictly less than M 22 (∂). We perform divisions with reminders in the ring V[∂]:
with M 12 (∂) and M 21 (∂) of order strictly less than M 22 (∂). Since, by assumption, M 22 (∂) is monic, it is invertible in V((∂ −1 )), and the above equations give
. Hence, we get
and therefore
In conclusion, we can get the desired matrix M (∂) by the following elementary row and column operations:
10.3. Inductive construction of T (k) (∂) and W (k) (∂). Starting with the operator T (∂) in (10.1), we define recursively, by downward induction, two sequences of operators T (k) (∂) and W (k) (∂), k = 1, . . . , s, where s is defined in Section 9.4, as follows. We let T (s) (∂) = T (∂), W (s) (∂) = ½ V+,s T (∂)½ V−,s , and, for 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, we let, inspired by (10.22),
In order to prove that the above operators are well defined, we need to show that W (k) (∂) is invertible as a pseudodifferential operator. This is stated in the following proposition. of Hom(V − , V + ) as
)((∂ −1 )) ⊗ Hom(V +,≥k , V −,≥k ). If we expand its inverse in the standard basis of Hom(V +,≥k , V −,≥k ) as , proving condition (10.27) for k = s. Next, assume that conditions (a) and (b) hold for T (k+1) (∂) and W (k+1) (∂), and we will prove them for T (k) (∂) and W (k) (∂). In some sense, if we recall the motivation behind the recursive formulas (10.23), explained in Section 10.2, these conditions hold by construction. We give here a formal proof. If a, b ∈ {R k−1 + 1, . . . , R k }, we have t 
(10.28) By inductive assumption, t 2 , and each other summand in the RHS of (10.28) has order strictly bounded from above by
hence equation (10.28) can be rewritten as 
(10.31)
In this case, p a = p b , hence, by inductive assumption, t is clearly invertible, with inverse
)((∂ −1 )) ⊗ Hom(V +,≥k , V −,≥k ) can thus be computed by the geometric series expansion, and the conditions (10.27) on the order of the matrix elements are immediate consequence of this geometric expansion and of condition (10.26).
Remark 10.7. In the context of finite W-algebras, the matrix T (∂) defined in (10.1) appeared in [BK06] (see also [DSFV19] for further details). The inductive construction described in Section 10.3 is analogue to the construction of generators of finite W-algebras in type A using Gauss factorization of the matrix T (∂) performed in [BK06] .
Properties of T
Proof. Claim (a) for k = ℓ holds by construction. For k < ℓ, note that ½ V ±,≥ℓ = ½ V ±,≥ℓ ½ V ±,≥k+1 , hence it suffices to prove the claim for ℓ = k + 1. For this, we have, by (10.23)
Next, we prove claim (b) by downward induction on k. For k = s it holds by (10.19). For k = 1, . . . , s − 1, we have, by the definition (9.19) of quasideterminant and by (10.23),
by the inductive assumption. For the third equality we used the obvious identities
Finally, we prove claim (c). For k = s it holds by Proposition (10.5). Let k = 1, . . . , s − 1. By the inductive assumption, π g f (T (k+1) (∂)) = −(−∂) p + Z(∂). Recalling the matrix form (9.14)-(9.16) of −(−∂) p + Z(∂) and the matrix form (10.27) of
, we immediately have that
As a consequence, by (10.23)
proving claim (c).
For every φ ∈ g ≥ 1 2
, we introduce two auxiliary sequences of operators. Recalling (10.10), (10.11) and (10.12), we let
(10.32) and, for 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, we let, by downward induction on k, and k = 1, . . . , s, the operators X (k) (∂) and Y (k) (∂) have positive ad X-eigenvalues. (b) The following identity holds
Proof. First, we prove all three claims for k = s. By assumption, Φ has positive ad X-eigenvalue, and, by Lemma 10.3, X(∂) and Y (∂) have positive ad X-eigenvalues. As a consequence, X ± (∂) have non-negative ad X-eigenvalues, since, obviously, ± (∂) are inverse to each other. We then use the inductive assumption (10.34) on ρ{φ λ T (k+1) (z)} and equations (10.23) to rewrite the RHS of (10.35) as
(10.36)
Note that equation (10.36) has the form (10.34) with
(10.37)
In order to complete the proof, we are left to show that (10.33) and (10.37) coincide. Equivalently, we need to prove the following two identities 
Hence, by the definition (10.24) of E
Furthermore, by the definition (10.24) of E (k) − (∂), and the left Leibniz rule, we have
(10.41)
For the first equality in (10.41) we used the fact that, by the inductive assumption (c), W (k+1) (∂) has coefficients in the W-algebra W(gl N , p). For the second equality in (10.41) we used the inductive assumption (10.34) and the first equation (10.39). For the last equality in (10.41) we used the facts that, by (a), Y (k+1) φ (λ, ∂) has positive ad X-eigenvalues, so that
and that, by the definition (10.23) of W (k+1) (∂),
Similarly,
Combining (10.40) and (10.42), we get the first equation in (10.38), while combining (10.40) and (10.41), we get the second equation in (10.38). This proves claim (b). Finally, we prove claim (c). By (10.33), we have X
Corollary 10.10.
Proof. By construction W (1) (∂) = T (1) (∂). By Proposition 10.9(c), W (1) (∂) has coefficients in the W-algebra W(gl N , p). By Proposition 10.8(c), we have π g f T
(1) (∂) = −(−∂) p + Z(∂). Hence, by the Structure Theorem 6.1,
The matrix W 22 (∂) does not evolve
Recalling the basis {e α } α∈I of V defined in Section 9.4, we have the direct sum decompositions
) ⊂ End V , and let g ′ ⊂ g = gl(V ) be the same subspace, viewed as a subspace of the Lie algebra g, and hence of the differential algebra V(g):
) .
Recalling the definition (9.1) of the differential operator A(∂), it is immediate to see that a basis of g ′ is provided by the matrix entries of the constant term of the operator
Proof. By equation (9.5), we have
½ V±,1 = 0. The claim follows since, as observed in (11.4), the coefficients of the entries of
) ∩ W(gl N , p) does not evolve w.r.t. the time evolution given by the Hamiltonian flows (6.22):
Proof. By the definition (6.7) of the W-algebra λ-bracket and equation (9.23), we have
For the first equality we used the definition (9.19) of quasideterminant, for the second equality we used equation (9.7), and the last equality is due to Lemma 11.1. It follows, by the PVA axioms, that {v λ L(z)} W = 0, and therefore
. As a consequence, all the operators
have coefficients of the entries in V(g
). The claim follows since, by the definition (9.19) of quasideterminant, and the definition (10.1) of T (∂),
Proof. We prove the proposition by downward induction on k. For k = s the claim holds by Lemma 11.3. For k = 2, . . . , k − 1 we have, by (10.23) and (10.24),
Since, obviously, W (k+1) (∂)
, we can use the inductive assumption to conclude that RHS has coefficients in V(g
), as claimed. Finally, the claim for k = 1 holds since, by Proposition 10.8(a), we have
Corollary 11.5. The coefficients of the entries of the operator ½ V +,≥2 W (∂)½ V −,≥2 do not evolve w.r.t. the time evolution given by the Hamiltonian flows (6.22):
Proof. By Corollary 10.10 and equation (10.23), W (∂) = (−∂) p + T (1) (∂). Hence, the claim is an immediate consequence of Propositions 11.2 and 11.4.
Remark 11.6. Note that, under the identification (9.13), the submatrix W 22 (∂) of W (∂) defined in (6.17) coincides with ½ V +,≥2 W (∂)½ V −,≥2 . Hence, Corollary 11.5 can be restated by saying that the coefficients of the entries of W 22 (∂) do not evolve.
Lax equations vs Hamiltonian equations associated to the W-algebra W(gl N , p)
The present section will be devoted to the proof of the following result:
Theorem 12.1. Consider the classical W-algebra W(gl N , p) associated to the partition p of N . Let W (∂) ∈ Mat r×r W(gl N , p)[∂] be the matrix differential operator (6.16) encoding all the W-algebra generators, which we write in block form as in (6.17). Let L(∂) ∈ Mat r1×r1 W(gl N , p)((∂ −1 )) be the Lax operator defined in (6.19). Then the Hamiltonian evolution equations (6.22) on the W-algebra are equivalent to the Lax equations (6.23) for the operator L(∂) together with the condition that the generators in the submatrix W 22 (∂) do not evolve:
In fact, we can write explicitly the evolution of all other generators as follows:
2)
where the matrix differential operators R (j) Lemma 12.2. Let W be a differential algebra with no zero divisors, and assume that its subalgebra of constants coincides with the base field C. Let V be a subspace of W such that V ∩ ∂W = 0. Consider the following vector subspaces of W((∂ −1 ))
(a) We have a vector space isomorphism 12.2. Notation for differential order and polynomial degree. We introduce some notation that we shall use throughout the remainder of Section 12. Consider a matrix differential operator
We say that ord A(∂) = n if A n = 0 and A i = 0 for all i > n; we also denote
(12.5) Next, recall, by Theorem 6.1, that W(gl N , p) is an algebra of differential polynomials, and let {w α } α∈I be a set of differential generators (with #(I) = dim(g f )). Let deg(w (n) α ) = 1 for all α ∈ I and n ∈ Z ≥0 , which we call the polynomial degree on the W-algebra. We can expand each coefficient A i in homogeneous components with respect to the polynomial degree:
where A j i is a matrix whose entries are homogeneous polynomials of degree j. Then, we denote 
Finally, using the above notation, we set
In other words, deg 1 (A(∂)) is the projection of A(∂) on the vector space spanned by the generators {w α } α∈I of W(gl N , p). 
and the matrix entries of 9) and the matrix entries of R 21 (∂) = R ab (∂) 1≤b≤r1<a≤r are such that ord R ab (∂) ≤ p a − 1.
Proof. We prove claim (a); the proof of (b) is similar. First, we prove uniqueness. Suppose that
with both R 12 (∂) and R 12 (∂) satisfying the stated bounds on the orders of their matrix entries:
Suppose, by contradiction, that (Q 12 (∂), R 12 (∂)) = ( Q 12 (∂), R 12 (∂)), and let n be the smallest degree at which they do not match:
(12.13) Taking the n-degree components of both sides of equation (12.10) we get, recalling (12.7),
Hence, using (12.13), we get
Taking the (a, b)-entry of both sides of the above equation, we get
which clearly implies
by the assumption (12.11). This contradicts (12.12). Next, we prove the existence of Q 12 (∂) and R 12 (∂) by induction on m = ord B 12 (∂). First note that, if ord B ab (∂) ≤ p b −1 for all 1 ≤ a ≤ r 1 < b ≤ r, we can set Q 12 (∂) = 0 and R 12 (∂) = B 12 (∂). Otherwise, for each a, b, we can uniquely decompose
where 
Hence, ord C 12 (∂) ≤ m − 1, and we can apply the inductive assumption to get matrices Q 
for some integers m > ord a(∂), ord a(∂) and n > ord c(∂), ord c(∂) .
(12.20)
Then, equation (12.19) reads
For any integer n ≥ 1 we have the following identity of pseudodifferential operators, which can be easily proved by induction on n: 
We then apply Lemma 12.2 for the differential algebra
in the space W ⊗ (W/∂W) ⊗ W. Next, we observe that, under the assumption that b ∈ C ⊕ ∂W(gl N , p), the elements { bx
are linearly independent over C. Indeed, it is not hard to check that a relation of linear dependence α 0 b + α 1 bx + · · · + α n bx n = 0, with α 0 , . . . , α n ∈ C and α n = 0, is possible only if b ∈ C ⊕ ∂ n+1 (W(gl N , p) ). Hence, the term with h = k = 0 in the above equation must vanish:
. This is of course equivalent to saying that
Given two (matrix) pseudodifferential operators A(∂) and B(∂), we shall write A(∂) ≡ B(∂) if they differ by a (matrix) differential operator.
if and only if there exists α ∈ C such that
Proof. Clearly, (12.26) implies (12.25), so we only have to prove the "only if" part. We then fix a, b ∈ {1, . . . , r 1 } and we equate the (a, b)-entry of both sides of (12.25). As a result, we get
Next, we take the homogeneous component of degree 1 (w.r.t. the polynomial degree of W(gl N , p)) in both sides of (12.27). Recalling (12.7), we get
which can be expanded in terms of matrix coefficients as
Using formula (12.23), and applying Lemma 12.2(a) for the differential algebra 
Next, we take the homogeneous component of degree 3 in both sides of (12.27): N , p) . Recall the spaces V 1 and V 2 defined in Lemma 12.2. Using formula (12.23), we see that the first terms in both the LHS and the RHS of (12.28) are in
Let us pick r 1 + 1 ≤ c, d ≤ r. Let V be the subspace of V spanned by the elements w ef ;k for (e, f, k) = (d, c, 0). By construction V = V ⊕ Cw dc;0 . Let V 3 and V 4 be the following subspaces of V 2 :
It follows from part (b) of Lemma 12.2 that
It is clear by definition of V 3 and V 4 and formula (12.23) that we thus obtain
The differential order of W ac (∂) and deg 1 ( W ac )(∂) (resp. W db (∂) and deg 1 ( W db )(∂) is strictly less than p c (resp. p d ) hence both sides of (12.30) are in V 4 , which means we can remove mod
It follows from Lemma 12.5 that there exists a constant α abcd ∈ C such that
We deduce from these identities, valid for all 1 ≤ a, b ≤ r 1 and all r 1 + 1 ≤, c, d ≤ r, that the constants α abcd are equal to the same constant α. Indeed, one can see from the first identity that α abcd does not depend on tha pair (b, d) and from the second one that it does not depend on the pair (a, c). Therefore we have proved that
Finally, to remove the deg 1 above, we let
By construction we have deg
Moreover, the pair ( W 12 (∂), W 21 (∂)) also satisfies (12.27). Let n ≥ 2 be the smallest integer such that the pair (deg n ( W 12 (∂)), deg n ( W 21 (∂))) is non-zero. Taking the (n + 1)-th homogeneous component of (12.27) with ( W 12 (∂), W 21 (∂)), we obtain a contradiction: deg n ( W 12 (∂)) = deg n ( W 21 (∂)) = 0 by exactly the same argument used above to prove that deg
Evolution of W (∂).
Proposition 12.7. In the same setting and notation as of Theorem 12.1, suppose that we have time evolution in the W-algebra, with time denoted t j , for which W 22 (∂) does not evolve, i.e. 
21 (∂), are defined by (12.3)-(12.4) (cf. Lemma 12.3). Proof. By (6.19) and the assumption (12.1), we have 
Combining equations (12.33) and (12.34), and using (12.3), we get
The claim follows by Lemma 12.6.
12.6. Proof that α = 0 in (12.32).
Lemma 12.8. In any W-algebra W(g, f ), we have:
is homogeneous of polynomial degree 1 and v ∈ W(g, f ) is homogeneous of polynomial degree 2, then deg
, for every u, v ∈ W;
is the isomorphism defined in Theorem 6.1.
For claim (b), let, without loss of generality, v = v 1 v 2 , with v 1 , v 2 ∈ W(g, f ) of degree 1. Hence, by the Leibniz rule,
Setting λ = 0 the RHS vanishes, by claim (a). On the other hand, by the right Leibniz rule,
Setting λ = 0 and applying deg 1 , which amounts to setting ∂ = 0, we get 0, again by claim (a).
Next, we prove claim (c As a consequence, using claim (b), we get
, by sesquilinearity. Finally, we prove claim (d). We need to distinguish the polynomial degree (12.6) in the Walgebra W(g, f ), which, just for this proof, we denote deg W , from the polynomial degree in the algebra V(g), which we denote deg V . Recall from [DSKV14] 
As a consequence,
. for every v ∈ W(g, f ). Moreover, it follows by Theorem 6.1 and equation (12.35) that
(12.36) Then,
For the first equality we used equation (12.36), and for the second equality we used the definition (6.7) of the W-algebra λ-bracket. To conclude the proof of claim (d), we need to show that
(12.37) so that
which is the same as (12.40) for j = 1. Then, using (12.41) and (12.42), we get
Proposition 12.11. In equation (12.32) it must be α = 0.
Proof. We start from the first equation in (12.32), which defines the constant α ∈ C:
We take the order 0 and linear (in the polynomial degree of W(gl N , p)) constribution in both sides of (12.43). For this, denote 
For the first equality we used the definition of the Hamiltonian equations (6.22), for the second equality we used the definition (6.21) of the Hamiltonian densities h j , for the third equality we used Lemma 12.8(c), and for the fourth equality we used equation (12.40). The RHS above obviously vanishes for j ≥ p 1 , while, for 1 ≤ j ≤ p 1 − 1, it is, by equation (6.15) and Lemma 12. 13. Proof of Theorem 7.1
By Proposition 8.1 the matrix pseudodifferential operator L(m, x, t, ∂) ∈ Mat r1×r1 F ((∂ −1 )) given by (7.2) solves the Lax equations (6.23). Note that equation (7.2) is the same as equation (6.19), since, by (7.4), we set W 22 (m, x, t, ∂) = 0; in particular, equation (12.1) obviously holds. We can thus apply Theorem 12.1 to conclude that W (m, x, t, ∂) ∈ Mat r×r F [∂] evolves according to the Hamiltonian equations (6.22), as claimed.
Examples
As a direct application of Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 12.1 we give the integrable hierarchies associated to the partitions (p, 1, ..., 1) where p > 1 and (p, 2) where p > 2. In the second case, we only consider the first equation of the hierarchy, so that the explicit evolution of the generators of the W-algebra can be given.
Example 14.1. Consider the partition p = (p, 1, ..., 1) with r > 1 parts, where p > 1. The generators of the W-algebra W(gl N , p) are given by the coefficients of the (square) matrix differential operator W (∂) of size r, composed of four blocks W 11 (∂), W 12 (∂), W 21 (∂) and W 22 (∂) of size 1×1, 1×(r−1), (r − 1) × 1 and (r − 1) × (r − 1), such that all W ij 's are order 0 differential operators except for W 11 (∂), which is of order p − 1. Since W 12 (∂), W 21 (∂) and W 22 (∂) do not depend on ∂ in this example, we will simply denote them by W 12 , W 21 and W 22 . Let n ≥ 1. Consider the evolutionary derivations d/dt n of W(gl N , p) (i.e. commuting with ∂) given by the Hamiltonians where R n and S n are zero order row and column differential operators (no dependence of ∂). Example 15.1. To construct a tau-function for Example 14.1, we let, cf. (2.9),
To construct the corresponding Lax equation we let m = (2, 1, 1, . . . , 1), and calculate the following 2r − 1 tau-functions τ (2,1,...,1) (t) = S rp−1 (t (1) ) S (r−1)p−1 (t (1) ) · · · S p−1 (t (1) ) 0 S rp (t (1) ) S (r−1)p (t (1) ) · · · S p (t (1) ) 1 S r (t (2) + c (2) ) S r−1 (t (2) + c (2) ) · · · S 1 (t (2) + c (2) ) 1 S r (t (3) + c (3) ) S r−1 (t (3) + c (3) ) · · · S 1 (t 
S r (t (r) + c (r) ) S r−1 (t (r) + c (r) ) · · · S 1 (t (r) + c (r) ) 1 .
In the latter two cases we have 0, respectively 2 in the i-th place in the upper index of the taufunction. Following the procedure of Section 4, let S k (c (i) ) = α i,k ∈ C, T (t) = τ (2,1,...,1) (t, 0, . . . , 0),
Example 15.2. To construct a tau-function for Example 14.2, we let, cf. (2.9), where a ∈ C is non-zero, h 1 =S p+3 (t (1) ) + S 4 (t (2) + c 1 ), h 2 =S p+2 (t (1) ) + aS 4 (t (2) + c 2 ).
We will give three tau-functions which are non-zero, viz. Then the N -soliton type tau-functions τ (t) of charge 0 are: (p a , i a , j a ) should stisfy the condition a < a ′ implies p a < p a ′ .)
